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About This Game

Soldier of Failure: Operation Zombie - this is the third part of 2D platformer with shooter elements. In this part you have to
withstand a zombie Apocalypse. Kill zombies, collect ammo, avoid traps and then the game will not seem boring. The essence of

this game is to collect ammunition, once you collect all the ammo on a level the door to your headquarters will open, passing
through which you get to the next level. You have 5 lives, use them wisely, if you still die, don't worry, the level will restart

again and you can try your hand against the fight against the zombie Apocalypse.

KEY FEATURES:

 A large number of various levels.

 Animated graphics.

 Simple, interesting gameplay.

 Unforgettable adventures.
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Title: Soldier of Failure: Operation Zombie
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
TSS Studio
Publisher:
TSS Studio
Release Date: 20 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP\Vista\7\8\10

Processor: Intel Core i3

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 500MB

DirectX: Version 8.0

Storage: 300 MB available space

English
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In a third part of a simple platformer zombies are added: this is a great satire on Call of Duty series ). Don't buy if your looking
for cards, says they have cards...bought this at 90% off. 11.2 hours I will never get back. Comparing to all the Construct 2
clones this one is a HUGE step forward, so you can easily rate it 4\/10 not 2\/10 because:

-Even with bad platforming part (all levels are the same, 1 screen wide etc, bad platforms placement), you can finally do
something aside of pointless jumping around

+you can actually shoot the zombies.
+you have a life-bar instead of 1-hit-death
+More or less various backgrounds

But still, this game has its own flaws

-you collect ammo packs instead of gold coins or some other cr\u0430p and at the same time, those ammo packs don't refill
your ammo \u00af\\_(\u30c4)_\/\u00af
-I have no sound in game
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